
 AAOL Notes – Date:   10/31/11     Cast: J       Acts: 1-2 

*Tech* 
BLOCK: DEPARTMENT: NOTE: SEE 

GREENE 

    

4 Costume NO Beard on Gibbs please  

9 Costume  We have to find a pair of shoes for Mr.Spenalzo  

10 Costume We need a dress to hide martha’s neck in the morning  

 Costumes Iron all the men’s pants and similar pants, they are 

wrinkled. 

 

1 Costumes More medals to put on the top of the police officer’s 

hats. 

 

9 Costumes Black neck tie for Shannon M Cast.  

11 Fly I feel the SL curtain is more open then the SR curtain  

 Lighting Separate lighting piece hanging from the street lamp 

light, same thing outside the stage right window. 

 

6-7 Lighting Bit more lighting during blackout scene with body being 

moved very low (10% light on general stage). 

 

 5 Lighting Make sure it is a TOTAL blackout at the end of the 

block. 

 

 6 Lighting SL scene lighting needs to go out during scene change  

6 Lighting Missed Cue early evening, interior lights from artificial 

sources, chandelier lit, floor lamp lit Kitchen/cellar 

lighting remain low at all 

 

6 

 

Lighting Can’t see much on stage while getting Mr. Hoskins out 

and Mr. Spenalzo in. 

 

9 Lights Wrong light cue when Mortimer says. “Here I am”  

1  Makeup Hairlines seem without gray really bad.  

4 Makeup Cooper’s beard looked good, do that for Ben too.  

5 Makeup Play with arched lip line.  

 Props Still need a more formal looking legal forms for the 

commitment papers x2 Parchment papers with black 

font. 

 

 Props Fountain pen for Witherspoon.  

 Props Need curtain cord.  

1 Props Were going to need a table cloth for the round table, I 

would like 2 different types of table cloth 

 

1 Props I want as close to a silver colored tea set as possible  

1 Props Still need two metal soup pails.  

1 Props Second box for toys.  

2 Props Watches for both Mortimers.  

3 Props We need to find a wristwatch for Mortimer  

3 Props We need a real set of dinner plates, glasses, cloth 

napkins, napkin rings 

 

3 Props We need the canter of water filled with red food dye  

6 Props Still need to find a better medical bag  



6 Props Mini framed picture for Jonathan, or some sort of wallet.  

6 Props Hardcover book with Teddy Roosevelt’s face on the 

cover. 

 

11 Props We need smaller handkerchiefs   

11 Props We need an empty whisky bottle.  

13? Props Still need canoe paddle.  

6 Set We need to make sure we have the scenic backing flats 

painted 

 

3 Sound Phone ring could be a bit louder  

6 Tech Running 

Thru 

Need to clear plates during scene change, and have 

Jonathon’s cigar  

 

  


